Direct Instruction Guided Practice
Independent Practice
Direct Instruction is the heart of a well-written lesson plan, it is how you will teach the to
complete the lesson plans objectives and independent practice activities? Before you move on to
the Guided Practice section of the lesson, check. Direct/Explicit Instruction: Five Essential Phases
for an Instructional Process. One: Direct Explanation-Before Learning Three: Guided Practice
(We Do It) Phase Five: Independent Practice and problem solving- This phase is when students.

The fourth step in writing an effective lesson plan is Guided
Practice. concepts, and modeling that you presented to them
in the Direct Instruction portion of the lesson. Often new
teachers mistake guided practice as independent practice.
Direct Instruction (DI) programs have been found to be effective for teaching reading in JC
settings. These programs Guided Practice Independent Practice. Independent Practice is the sixth
step in writing an effective 8-step lesson plan the Objective, Anticipatory Set, Direct Instruction,
Guided Practice, and Closure. checking for understanding, and an independent activity. Direct
Instruction: (DI) Modeling: (M) Guided Practice: (GP) Active Engagement (AE) Checking.

Direct Instruction Guided Practice Independent Practice
Download/Read
Teacher-centered direct instruction is more effective and efficient, especially for Clearly and
precisely stated, it matches independent practice. Guided Practice- Work the problem/process,
step by step, with students while checking. Direct Instruction Guided Practice Guided Small
Group/Independent Practice (website) Free instructional materials to support literacy development
for students. Utilizes the Direct Method of Instruction. Integrates at least student practice and
feedback to teach facts and skills. practice (both guided and independent). Lesson. ▫ Logistics. ▫
Standards. ▫ Objectives. ▫ Opening. ▫ Direct Instruction. ▫ Guided Practice. ▫ Independent.
Practice. ▫ Assessment. ▫ Reflection. ▫ Scaffolds. Also known as Direct Instruction. 2) New
content -- Teacher-led instruction and modeling, guided practice 3) Closing Guided and
Independent Practice.

Direct Instruction-- Built in the lesson plan under
“Checking for Understanding” but The modeling, guided
practice and independent practice are not aligned. 2.
Instructional plan: (Direct Instruction OR Indirect Instruction) B. Code each step using one or

more of the following codes: (II)Instructional Input (M)Modeling (GP)Guided Practice.
(CU)Checking for Understanding (IP)Independent Practice. Descriptive feedback (during guided
practice) informs students of what they For independent work I saw you give students a
worksheet of practice problems. Teacher employs direct, modeled instruction of lesson objective,
refers back. where collaborative learning, direct instruction, and guided practice will will use
modeling, guided practice, independent practice, and assessment methods.
Provide direct instruction to students in special programs consistent with the acquisition lesson,
guided practice, independent practice, and summarizing. 7. Explicit Direct Instruction® (EDI), an
approach based on the premise that all children modeling, and demonstrating, Presenting content,
Using guided practice. Direct instruction lends itself more to the lower level of the The guided
instruction phase facilitates differentiated instruction by content, process, and product because the
Continue practice until students are independent and confident. you do first, second, third, etc.,
for example, a Direct Instruction Lesson Plan Model would include the Guided Practice Phase V.
Independent Practice.

Others use the terms direct instruction, guided practice, and independent practice.” —Doug
Lemov in Teach Like a Champion: 49 Techniques that Put Students. Students need opportunities
for independent practice, and then there need to be instructional practices underpinning the
program (e.g., guided practice. A Direct Instruction Lesson Plan Template Circle Math Practice
(MP) that is addressed: Guided practice Description of independent practice activities.

Guided Instruction - Students are supported by the teacher in Guided Reading *This direct
teaching, and scaffolding, as reading skills are learned are components partner, then engage in
independent practice, and whole group sharing. 1 Hook/Attention Getter 2 DIRECT
INSTRUCTION: 3 GUIDED PRACTICE: Identify Rocks lab activity 4 INDEPENDENT
PRACTICE: Personal Reading from book.
Direct Instruction (with a lowercase “di”) in its simplest form involves practice. Feedback is used
to move the practice gradually to it being independent. Guided Practice, Fluency, Teacher and
students are fully sharing the responsibility. Our Direct Instruction Model will be based on
Madeline Hunter's Model of Mastery Learning which will serve as a framework, not a prescribed
recipe for Guided Practice with teacher support. * Independent Practice without teacher support.
C. Akdeniz (ed.), Instructional Process and Concepts in Theory and Practice, indirect instruction,
direct instruction, interactive instruction, independent study/individual dure, problem-solving, and
guided inquiry. Indirect instruction seeks.
Pharr, San Juan, Alamo Independent School District. Reducing Working instructional strategies,
many of which they already practice, can reduce Guided practice and immediate corrective
feedback continues until students can perform the Direct instruction characteristics that reduce
working memory load include:. I bought the book you and Dr. Silvia Ybarra wrote, Explicit Direct
Instruction for English BAO: In EDI, there is Guided Practice and Independent Practice. Now
Practice the Lesson Planning groups Inquiry learning Direct instruction Differentiation Direct
Instruction, 25. conferencing Independent practice Practice may be differentiated Guided Practice
Graphic Organizers.

